
Thucydides had Homer in mind in his work,10 and to 
back up the natural presumption that a writer as 
complex and self-conscious as Thucydides must have 
intended the resemblances between his Cleon and his 
Pericles, it can now be suggested that his model in this 
was Homer's treatment of Thersites' echoes of 
Achilles. 1 

As well as confirming that the Cleon/Pericles echoes 
were intentional, the model also helps us to see how 

Thucydides' audience would have understood them, 
since there are clear indications of how the Achilles/ 
Thersites echoes were understood in antiquity. Com- 
menting on the latter, Eustathius writes (209.10-II): 

OEpalrT7s 8E &da 7T aKalpOV T70 AXoyo Katl a rTrv 

7T7rpt()UaV 7TEPLtpOVr6ELtS OVK Ev a7raAAa?EL, (WS Kia 

evTavOa 7TpooaapL'oaat T' TrpayLKov 'Ayos yap o 
avrTOs K 'T ooI ovTvros~ eAeOcov Epcr, Ka Lepaov, 

' 

(K OOKOVVTOS', TroI 'A AAE'cS, 'o Tav3Ta' Evvr 'Or' . 

The tragic passage which Eustathius quotes in garbled 
form is Eur. Hec. 294-5: 

. o. . yos ydp EK T' do6ovrcVTV wV 
KaK T()V OOKOVVTrov avTO 0OV TaVTOV UOEVEL, 

and he refers to it as an economical way of conveying 
the standard ancient assessment of the Achilles/Thersites 
echoes, namely that the same words in Achilles' mouth 
and in Thersites' mouth did not have the same validity. 
Eustathius can do this all the more easily because the 
'substance' of the two lines of the Hecuba '. .. was a 
commonplace both in the fifth century and later';12 and 
from the Thucydidean point of view it is particularly 
interesting that the scholia on his contemporary Euri- 
pides take such tragic passages as referring to fifth- 
century Athenian politics.13 It looks as though the 
commonplace and Thersites' exemplification of it were 
already linked and standard by Quintilian's time and as 
such capable of subtle variatio. Cf. 

idem dictum saepe in alio liberum, in alio furiosum, 
in alio superbum est. verba adversus Agamemnonem 
a Thersite habita ridentur: da illa Diomedi aliive cui 
pari, magnum animum ferre prae se videbuntur. 
(Inst. Or. xi 1.37), 

where there is a pointed failure to mention Achilles, 
himself also a notoriously flawed character. Libanius 
later achieves his original effect when using the concept 
by reversing the standard form of the topos through 
mock-innocent irony: 

KalrTOL 7rrcS 0o) VELVv, OTav I pV 'AXLAAES AE'y^, tLr 
etvat rov Ao'yov avolrrov, OTrav oE e'TpoS; (Foerster 
viii p. 248. 9-I ). 
10 In Homer und die Geschichtsschreibung, SB Heidelberg 1972, 1 

Abh., Hermann Strasburger has many valuable observations on this 

topic. He rightly sees the influence of Homer on Thucydides as part of 
more general influence on all ancient historiography. 

1 Given that Hellenistic literary practices are frequently also found 
in earlier literature (see K. J. Dover, Theocritus: Select Poems 
[Macmillan 1971] lxvi-lxxii; F. Cairns, Tibullus: A Hellenistic Poet at 
Rome [Cambridge 1979] 8-io) it may not be entirely fanciful to see 
what Thucydides does, i.e. imitates verbatim in one speech of Cleon 
three passages from one speech of Pericles, as aemulatio in the form of 
imitatio cum variatione of his Homeric model, who in one speech of 
Thersites imitates two lines from two different speeches of Achilles. 

12 Jocelyn on Enniusfr. 84.9 q.v., citing Eur. Andr. 86-7;fr. 327; 
Tr. Gr. inc. Fr. 119; and Cic. S. Rose. 2. 

13 So Jocelyn loc. cit. 
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In the set of terms explained above, Thucydides' 
original audience was meant to conclude that what 
Pericles said was right simply because he was Pericles 
and that what Cleon said was wrong, even if it was the 
same as what Pericles said, simply because Cleon was 
Cleon. The similarity or identity of the sayings would 
therefore have served to underline the contrast between 
the characters of the two men already established as 
dissimilar. Here the Stobaeus extract quoted above, 
which notes that excellence of spirit does not sit well 
upon a fool, is much to the point. 

If this type of moral evaluation seems strange to us, it 
may be worth remembering that it was a normal 
ancient way of looking at such matters. Already in 
Homer himself there is an ethical code in which the 
character of the agent is seen as primary. 'Good' actions 
can only be performed by a 'good' man.14 The 
Eustathian comment is thus true to Homer. The 
developed moral philosophy of Aristotle rationalised 
this traditional Greek moral view: in his ethical theory 
virtue is preeminent, and it consists in a disposition 
towards good actions, which take their moral status 
from the agent's virtuous character.15 Stoic moral 
philosophy took the view to extremes. Both good and 
bad actions alike were indissolubly connected with the 
goodness and badness of the agent.16 

To sum up: if the suggestion offered in this note is 
correct, four points can be made: 

(I) the notion that Cleon's echoes of Pericles are 
accidental or meaningless can now be absolutely ruled 
out; 

(2) an interesting literary feature of Thucydides, 
namely allusion to Homeric models in his portrayal of 
historical characters, has been detected; 

(3) Thucydides intended his readers to keep Thersites 
in mind when evaluating Cleon and wanted to associate 
Pericles with Achilles; 

(4) Thucydides is assuming as the background to his 
character portrayals a standard ancient type of moral 
assessment, in which actions and words take their worth 
from that of the actor or speaker. 

FRANCIS CAIRNS 

University of Liverpool 

14 But not the reverse since a 'good' man can perform evil actions. 
The difficulties of Homeric ethics are well known (cf. e.g. A. Adkins, 
Merit and Responsibility [Oxford 1960]; A. A. Long, 'Morals and 
Values in Homer', JHS xc [1970] 121-39); but I hope that the 
formulation here would be acceptable to all sides. 

15 
Cf. e.g. W. D. Ross, Aristotle5 (Oxford 1949) 192-7. 

16 
Cf. H. von Arnim, SVF (Leipzig 1924) iv, index s.vv. uoooes, 

kavAos. 

Periplus Maris Erythraei: Notes on the Text 

The sole reliable text of the Periplus Maris Erythraei is 
H. Frisk's, published in 1927.1 He not only re-examined 
the one important manuscript that has survived but 
brought to bear his knowledge of the language of the 
Greek papyri of Egypt, which is close kin to that written 
by the plain-spoken captain or merchant who com- 

1 Le Periple de la Mer trythree, G6teborgs H6gskalas Arsskrift xxxiii 

(Goteborg 1927). A translation based on this text has recently 
appeared: The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, trans. with comm., 
G. W. B. Huntingford, Hakluyt Society, series 2, cli (London 1980). 
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account of their toughness; the (backs) are cut up for 
boxes, plates, cake dishes, and other similar things'. 

All such emendation not only strays far from the 
original but is inspired by a misconception: that there 
are differences in the hardness of a turtle's armor. In fact, 
the horny shields that are stripped off to form what we 
call tortoise shell, whether from the carapace or the 
plastron, do not significantly vary in thickness or 
hardness, certainly not enough so that one area will 
resist cutting and another not. 

Let us abandon then, once and for all, Bernhardy's 
misguided arepporepa and restore the manuscript's 
TvrppoTrpa. The plastrons of turtles are yellowish rather 

than red, but rrvppo' may be used of that color; the yolk 
of an egg, for example, called TO eJXp6v by Aristotle 
(HA 5 59a) is TO 7rvppov in Hippocrates, Mul. ii 171. 

Commercial tortoise shell today comes from a single 
source, the handsome shields of the hawksbill turtle 
(Eretmochelys imbricata), a large sea turtle, and is used 
mostly for smaller objects: combs, brushes, and personal 
adornments such as rings, brooches, and the like. The 
Romans, as is clear from Periplus 30, utilized the shell of 
several varieties of turtle, terrestrial as well as aquatic,5 
and used it above all for large objects, for veneering 
beds, sideboards, dining couches, doors, etc.6 Now, 
since the second half of the sentence under discussion 
clearly refers to cutting up into pieces suitable for small 
objects, the first logically should refer to the opposite; in 
other words, rTOL?7 in the context should refer to the 
normal cutting given to tortoise shell, into big plaques 
for veneering. These particular plastron shields not only 
were ill-suited for this but, as the final phrase indicates, 
they had yet another drawback, their color.7 

Thus we can translate the passage exactly as it appears 
in the manuscript: 

of which the parts over the belly, whichever are 
useful, do not take [regular] cutting; besides, they are 
rather tawny. On the other hand, whatever can be 
used for small boxes, small plaques, small disks, and 
similar items, gets cut up completely. 

(ii) Periplus 40 (Frisk p. 3, lines 28-9) 
The Gulf of Barake (Gulf of Cutch on the northwest 

coast of India), our author reports, is extremely rough, 
with whirlpools and eddies. Moreover, 'the bottom in 
some places has sheer drops, in others is rocky and sharp, 

C(LTE TEfLVEcgOat Tas 7rapaKetqievas ayKvpas 
aVTeXELV a7rOKOVTOVp,LevaS', ag 8E Kat avVTpLt- 

oLEVaS Ev TC) vO)' .8 
5 The chersinae of Pliny, NH ix 38 and the cherson of Martial xiv 88 

must be terrestrial types of some kind. 
6 Plin. NH ix 39, xxxiii 146; Dig. xxxii 100.4; Mart. ix 59.9. For a 

useful summary with full citation of sources, see H. Bliimner, 
Technologie und Terminologie der Gewerbe und Kunste bei Griechen und 
Romern ii (Leipzig I879) 375-8. 

7 KaL ovra troubled Frisk, who suggested in his apparatus either 
eliminating KCa or assuming a lacuna. But the Periplus offers two other 
instances of Kat used as a connective with a participle: I6, ivOpW7rro 
apoTra KaToLKovaLv KaL Kara TOV TO7rOV EKaUTo? OfLOLWC TLOefLEVOt 

rvpdvvots 'men who are plowmen (cf. Mnemos. xxviii [1975] 294) live 
there and each acts like a king over his own land'; 22, arrTv Se 

rTpavvos KaL KaroLK&v aVTr'V 'there is a king and he inhabits it' [sc. 
the capital city]. 

8 Frisk emended avvrpfl0oaE.vas to avvTrptfeaLOa on the grounds 
that the word is correlative with TfLvea0aL and could well have been 
abbreviated in the exemplar and wrongly expanded under the 

posed the Periplus. As a result, he was able to eliminate 
in passage after passage the freewheeling emendations 
introduced by nineteenth-century editors2 and return to 
the wording of the manuscript. 

In the past few years a number of places that escaped 
Frisk's eye have been rescued from meddlesome 
emendation, notably by G. Giangrande.3 Here are three 
more whose manuscript reading has suffered much 
tampering and yet makes excellent sense with either no 
change or very little. 

(i) Periplus 30 (Frisk p. 10, lines 13-I6) 
The island of Dioscurides (Socotra in the Gulf of 

Aden), we are told, produces much tortoise shell from 
turtles of various kinds-the 'genuine' (alethine, pre- 
sumably the hawksbill turtle; see below), 'land' (cher- 
saia), 'white' or 'light' (leuke), and 'the oversize 
mountain type with an extremely thick shell'4 

oV Tr 7Tapa r1jV KoLAiav peprl p1Ev Ta EyXp.lovra 
TO/Lr7V OVK E7rTLEXeTat, Katl 7vpporepa ovra' 
OAorTEAus E Tra elS yAWaooO'KOpa Kat 7iLvaKL`Sa Kal 

2ta , ,XP '\OVTa , T , /LayL&a eyXp,lovra Kal rotavTv rLva ypvrrTv 

KaTaTeLtverTat. 

Miiller eliminated Tra EyXpp0ovra, adopted a sugges- 
tion of Bernhardy (I85o) to change rupp'Trepa to 

arepporepa, and revised the second half of the sentence 
to read: oAoTeACoJ 8E Ta evXpruaroovTa ELs yA. Kat TTyV. 
Kalt uay. Kal ToLaVT7O v TTva ypVT7rv KaTaTe,LveTaL, 

translating the result 'cujus partes quidem ventri 
proximae sectionem non admittunt, quum duriores 
sint, quae vero ad usum commoda sunt, integrae in arcas 
et capsulas et tabellas pugillares inque aliam ejus generis 
supellectilem secantur'. 

Fabricius went further in the same direction, adopt- 
ing readings that Miiller had discussed in his commen- 
tary but prudently left there; he arrived at a version 
which he rendered 'deren werthlose Theile um den 
Bauch sich nicht zerschneiden lassen, da sie eben zu hart 
sind; vollstandig aber werden die brauchbaren Theile zu 
Kastchen, Tifelchen, Schalen und anderer derartiger 
Waare zerschnitten'. 

Frisk's handling of the passage was no less violent: he 
deleted both occurrences of y^Xp tgovra, kept Bern- 
hardy's change of 7rupporepa to acreppTrepa, and 
introduced yet another of Bernhardy's suggestions, the 
insertion of v&cra after 6AOTEACZs E 8b ra. Thus he 
produced a text which Huntingford (n. i) has translated 
'the parts towards the belly do not allow of cutting on 

2 E.g., C. Miiller in Geog. Gr. Min. i (Paris 1853) 257-305 (the 
standard text until the publication of Frisk's); B. Fabricius, Der 
Periplus des Erythraischen Meeres (Leipzig I883). 

3 Mnemos. xxviii (1975) 293-5;JHS xcvi (1976) 154-7. 
4 The species in question may well be Geochelone pardalis babcocki, 

the leopard tortoise. There are no tortoises on Socotra today and only 
two genera in the area of Africa nearest it. Of these one species is the 
leopard tortoise, which grows to more than two feet in length and so 
favors mountainous areas that some call it the mountain tortoise. 
Presumably it existed on Socotra in Roman times. For a full 
description see A. Loveridge and E. Williams, Revision of the African 
Tortoises and Turtles of the Suborder Cryptodira, Bull. Museum of 
Comp. Zoology, Harvard College cxv. 6 (1957) 235-51. 1 have 
handled the shields of a specimen; they are distinctly thicker than those 
of the hawksbill turtle. I owe thanks to Dr Richard Zweifel of the 
American Museum of Natural History in New York for much 
generous help. 
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The word a7roKovrow is very rare, occurring only 
here and in Procopius, Secret History ix 62. Procopius, in 
cataloguing Theodora's obscene doings, tells how she 
would step on stage amidst the actors, Aop8ovuLEvrq TrE 
Kat TLa oTr7aw a7TKovrCwaa. Bernhardy, in his edition 
of the Suda (Halle 1853), in which, s.v. AopSovt4evvq, the 
above happens to be cited, commented at length on the 
meaning of &roKoVTr ; he concluded that Procopius 
was talking de proiectu partium posteriorum and, by way of 
confirming the sense, cited our passage from the Periplus 
which he rendered 'ita ut ancorae navis retinendae causa 
proiectae statim a saxis praecidantur'.9 

However, other nineteenth-century savants refused 
to accept TrroKovT) and simply emended it out of the 

text-improperly, as Frisk (I I5) pointed out. Frisk 
himself retained the verb, assigned it (99) the meaning 
'jeter (l'ancre) a la mer', and took (65) aVT?EXELV as a final 
infinitive after daoKovrovfLeavag. This has been 
accepted by Giangrande, who renders the passage (JHS 
xcvi [1976] 155) 'so that the cables of the anchors ... 
lying on the bottom alongside the ships 
(7rapaKE?lE'vas), which anchors are dropped 
(daToKovrovJevaS) in order to hold out against the 
current (avrexELv; cf. advTxovatv at ?46),10 are cut 
(T,EpLveaOaL) or some of them are chafed on the sea-bed'. 

Both Frisk and Giangrande give to daTOKovT-c the 
sense 'drop anchor'. Yet why should the author go out 
of his way to select so unusual a word to express so 
ordinary a meaning?11 Surely fa3AAco or KaOtiTLul 

(Pollux i 103) or adti'?l (Plut. Coriol. 32) would have 
done, had he wanted merely to say 'drop anchor'. 
Procopius' usage would indicate that ar 0oKoVTC) means 
'thrust out', not 'drop'. 

A standard procedure today for securing a vessel in a 
tideway, called 'mooring', is to set out anchors from 
both sides of the bow with an equal amount of cable to 
each; the vessel forms the apex, as it were, of an isosceles 
triangle, of which the anchors form the other two angles 
and the cables the sides. Anchors so set can aptly be 
described as 7rapaKe?iE'vas, for they lie more or less 
parallel with the vessel and not ahead as a single anchor 
does. In a dangerous anchorage it is standard procedure 
as well to give anchors plenty of scope, to let out a long 
length of cable-and this is what the words avrTXELV 
adroKovrovpuvaS must refer to: the anchors are 'thrust 
out to withstand (sc. the current).' Giving plenty of 
scope allows the cable to lie flatter and thereby provides 
a better direction for the strain on the anchor. But the 
cable inevitably lies nearer the bottom, and, if this is 
rough and uneven, is exposed to the danger the author 
describes. 

influence of the preceding participles (Frisk 115). Giangrande points 
out (JHS xcvi [1976] i55) that in the koine of this period infinitives 
and participles mingle as syntactical equivalents. 

9 The word also appears in Eustathius' De Thessalonica urbe a Latinis 
capta 96, used more or less in the same sense as in Procopius: Eustathius 
describes how the Normans, by way of insulting their captives, bared 
their rears, bent over to evacuate, and tried e^s evavr'as 77iJcnv 
a7ToKoVTrov T r TEptrTTa Trs yaarpo'. 

10 The citing of 'avre'ovacv at 546' as a parallel is misleading. Its 
presence there is the result of restoration; see below. 

"l Schmid in his review of Frisk's edition (Philol. Wochenschr. 
[19281 788-95) was the first to point out (792) the inadequacy of 
Frisk's rendering of dnrTOKOVTC). He suspected-rightly, as we shall 
see-a distinction between wrapaKeLae'vas and adroKovrovLe'vas but 
the only restoration he could offer had, on his own admission, serious 
drawbacks. 
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sense 'drop anchor'. Yet why should the author go out 
of his way to select so unusual a word to express so 
ordinary a meaning?11 Surely fa3AAco or KaOtiTLul 

(Pollux i 103) or adti'?l (Plut. Coriol. 32) would have 
done, had he wanted merely to say 'drop anchor'. 
Procopius' usage would indicate that ar 0oKoVTC) means 
'thrust out', not 'drop'. 

A standard procedure today for securing a vessel in a 
tideway, called 'mooring', is to set out anchors from 
both sides of the bow with an equal amount of cable to 
each; the vessel forms the apex, as it were, of an isosceles 
triangle, of which the anchors form the other two angles 
and the cables the sides. Anchors so set can aptly be 
described as 7rapaKe?iE'vas, for they lie more or less 
parallel with the vessel and not ahead as a single anchor 
does. In a dangerous anchorage it is standard procedure 
as well to give anchors plenty of scope, to let out a long 
length of cable-and this is what the words avrTXELV 
adroKovrovpuvaS must refer to: the anchors are 'thrust 
out to withstand (sc. the current).' Giving plenty of 
scope allows the cable to lie flatter and thereby provides 
a better direction for the strain on the anchor. But the 
cable inevitably lies nearer the bottom, and, if this is 
rough and uneven, is exposed to the danger the author 
describes. 

influence of the preceding participles (Frisk 115). Giangrande points 
out (JHS xcvi [1976] i55) that in the koine of this period infinitives 
and participles mingle as syntactical equivalents. 

9 The word also appears in Eustathius' De Thessalonica urbe a Latinis 
capta 96, used more or less in the same sense as in Procopius: Eustathius 
describes how the Normans, by way of insulting their captives, bared 
their rears, bent over to evacuate, and tried e^s evavr'as 77iJcnv 
a7ToKoVTrov T r TEptrTTa Trs yaarpo'. 

10 The citing of 'avre'ovacv at 546' as a parallel is misleading. Its 
presence there is the result of restoration; see below. 

"l Schmid in his review of Frisk's edition (Philol. Wochenschr. 
[19281 788-95) was the first to point out (792) the inadequacy of 
Frisk's rendering of dnrTOKOVTC). He suspected-rightly, as we shall 
see-a distinction between wrapaKeLae'vas and adroKovrovLe'vas but 
the only restoration he could offer had, on his own admission, serious 
drawbacks. 

The passage, therefore, can be rendered 

so that the anchors lying parallel [i.e., dropped from 
the bows], thrust out to withstand [sc. the current], 
are cut loose, and some even get smashed on the sea 
floor.12 

(iii) Periplus 46 (Frisk p. IS, lines 22-4) 
The author's plain unvarnished style takes on color 

and drive as he describes the tremendous tides character- 
istic of India's estuaries, particularly the one where the 
key port of Barygaza was located (Broach on the Bay of 
Cambay). The rise and fall is dramatic, the inrush and 
outflow of incredible violence. Indeed, 

yLvo0jLV7s yap optLrjs 7Sr 7TEpLpt r71v TrAr1tLrv ov8ev 
7TaptelqEvrls al Karexovoav ayKvpat. 

And so, as a result, ships get carried headlong, tossed on 
their side, thrust aground on the shallows, etc. 

The text in its present form is ungrammatical, clearly 
corrupt. Since the author obviously is telling us that 
anchors are of no help, Miiller emended the last three 
words to OVK advrxovacv a aycKvpat, translating the 
whole 'nam quum impetus undarum sub aestum sit 
nulla re frangendus, ancorae haud resistunt'. Fabricius 
and Frisk simply repeated Muller's text. 

Though Miiller's extensive revision can perhaps be 
defended on paleographical grounds, there is a much 
simpler and more obvious correction of the last three 
words, namely al KarExouvraL ayKvpaL: the transfor- 
mation of a participle to a finite form could have taken 
place, as frequently in this manuscript, through im- 
proper expansion of an abbreviation in the exemplar. 
Such a phrase would mean 'the restraining anchors', i.e., 
anchors specially set out to counter the extraordinary 
conditions, either extras over and above the number 
normally used13 or anchors dropped like those de- 
scribed in Periplus 40. Since the author's point is that 
even these will not hold, we must have a negative. But 
we need not restore one, as does Muller, since there is 
one available in the manuscript, ov8ev. It follows that 
the participle after it, TrapcE/lCVris, must be corrupt. I 
suggest emending to 7rapaplevovutv; it has a good 
enough claim on the grounds of paleography and an 
excellent claim on the grounds of sense. The line, thus 
restored, states 

For, once the thrust of the tide is under way, the 
restraining anchors do not stay in place. 
New York University LIONEL CASSON 

12 I owe thanks to my good friend and colleague, N. Lewis, for 
invaluable suggestions in connection with this passage. 

13 Ancient craft carried many more anchors than their modern 
counterparts, which are generally content with three or four. The ship 
that carried St Paul to Malta had at least six (Acts xxvii 29-30). One 
ancient wreck had at least five, another eleven; cf. L. Casson, Ships and 
Seamanship in the Ancient World (Princeton 1971) 255-6. 

The Paroemiographers on 
TA TPIA TQN ?THZIXOPOY 

As the last of his 'artis metricae scriptorum testi- 
monia' for Stesichorus, 275 (b), Page' gives the 
following entry: 'Suda iv 586 A[dler] s.v. rpta 

1 PMG p. 135. 
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